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The aim was to develop optical elements that can micro-focus high energy radiation for
local structural characterisation of polycrystalline bulk materials. The long term proposal
provided beamtime for experimental tests during the design and construction period of a
dedicated extension hutch at ID11.
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L 6WDELOLW\RIDLUFRROHG/DXHPRQRFKURPDWRU
Cooling of bent crystals is a sophisticated technical problem in particular for vertical
scattering geometry. Furthermore, strain scanning applications with micrometer spatial
resolution require angular stability and shape errors on the micro-radian level. Cooling
mechanisms are known to interact with the bending and therefore introduce shape errors
and drifts. Relying on tests at ID15a we decided that water cooling is not required but to
place the crystal in air. The stability of the Laue monochromators at ID11 turned out to be
excellent. The tedious development of a water cooling scheme would have substantially
complicated and slowed down the commissioning of the ID11 extension hutch optics.
LL )RFXVLQJDQDO\]HUPXOWLOD\HURSWLFV
Local gauge volumes are conventionally defined by crossed-slit-techniques placing a
narrow slit behind the sample. It was demonstrated at BM5 that replacing this slit by an
imaging (focussing) element provides major advantages: intensity gain by larger aperture,
better spatial resolution, remedy of systematic errors occurring in strain measurements and

simultaneous data acquisition.
LLL (QHUJ\WXQDEOHIL[HGH[LWEURDGEDQGPRQRFKURPDWRU
At the moment, there is no fixed exit monochromator scheme that provides a broad energy
band and conserves the source size. Two schemes based on bent perfect Si crystals and SiGe
gradient crystals were investigated. Micro-focussing was demonstrated behind
monochromating SiGe crystals. The source size conservation was also demonstrated with the
bent crystals but technical (not principle) problems prevented micro-focussing.
LY 6FDWWHULQJIURPQDUURZDSHUWXUHV
Despite their limitations, narrow apertures can not be replaced in all situations by focussing
optics. Experience with commercial slits showed that often substantial scattering is produced
at high energies preventing aperture openings below 10 µm. It was found that diffraction
limited beams (down to 2 µm) can be prepared by rounded and polished WC blades. W
single crystals were successfully prepared to prevent wide angle scattering.
&RQFOXVLRQ
The experimental results from the long term proposal substantially advanced the design and
construction of the ID11 extension station. Beamtime was provided during the design phase
on the versatile ID15a and BM5 stations. During this period manpower was extremely
limited and experiments could only be performed as external scientists could be invited.
Valuable contacts to the PSI and HASYLAB were established, the latter led to the finally
successful test of the SiGe gradient crystals.
2XWORRN
Substantial impact is expected from the demonstration of the fixed exit monochromator and
the focussing analyzer on the future development of the ID11 extension station and
application of focussed high energy radiation to materials science in general. After an
intensive instrumentation phase the scientific possibilities provided by the ID11 extension
station should be exploited in parallel with further optics development.
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